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Abstract: W« report results for the Lyapunov exponents associated with density fluctuations measured
by Langmuir probes placed in the scrape-off layer of the Tokamak TBR-1. By a judicious use of the
Sano-Sawada and Eckmann-Ruelle algorithms we obtain conclusive values for the positive Lyapunov
exponents for most of the analysed signals, showing evidences of chaotic behaviur.

Introduction.
In a previous paper [1] we reported results for the correlation dimension associated with density
fluctuations measured in the Tokamak TBR-1. In that work the attractor was reconstructed from
the temporal series obtained oy Langmuir probes placed in the scrape-off layer of the TBR-L and the
correlation dimension u was estimated using the Grassberger-Procaccia method [2].

Here we continue the caracterization of those experimental data by estimating the Lyapunov
exponent spectrum(LES). Lyapunov exponents measure the exponential divergence or convergence of
nearby trajectories. The existence of at least one posivite finite Lyapunov exponent is a necessary
condition to occur deterministic chaos in a dynamical system[3j.

To estimate the LES we use two diferent algorithms: the Sano-Sawada(SS) [4j and the Eckmann-
Ruelle(ER) algorithm [5J. Let us briefly describe each one of these methods considering a single time
series {ij},j — 0,l, . . ,Ai,z, = x(io + A;), where A is the sampling time.

The starting point for the SS algorithm is the Takens time delay method [7]. The reconstructed
attractor according to this method is £j = {xj,xJ+ti,-- i*j+idL-Du}' where tj is the time delay used
hi the reconstruction and di is the local embedding dimension of the attractor. Now we define a
neighbourhood i[j) = Si- x} around x, such that || x, - f, ||< imax- Then we calculate the di x di
matrix A(j) of linear transformation by least-square fitting .i.e., e"(j + m | = A(j)t{j), where m is the
evolution time of the system, usually of order of the auto-correlation time of the signal. The LES {A,}
is giving by

where n is ~ jg. The ortogonal basis vetor {iP}} is calculated through the Gram-Schimidt reortogo-
nalization of {iij} with w'j = A(j - l)^^.

For the ER algorithm we also start with the Takens' method but we reconstruct the attractor
using ii = 1, thus xj * {xjixj-rltl"rXj+iiiç-i)}, where dg is the global embedding dimension of
the attractor. The neighbour points of x} are now defined by l} = x, - x, with max | x , . a - xJTa \
< ttnax for 0 < a < da - 1. We calculate a di x di Jacobian matrix using the least-square fitting
tj+m = Jjtj , where m and di are the same variables as those of SS algorithm, but with ái < da and
dG as [di - l)m + 1 . Now we use the Householder triangularization [6] of the Jacobian matrix J,, i.e,

where Q, and Q,-\ are orthogonal matrices, QQ is an unitary matrix and Rj is an
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upper-triangular matrix. The LES {A,} is giving by

where r£ = (Rj)n, i = I. • • • , d i , and " ~- ^T ~ h-

Experimental data.

TBR-l is a small circular cross-section Tokamak with a minor radius a=0.11m and a major radius
R=0.30m, operating with ohmically-heated plasmas with the following typical parameters: toroidal
magnetic filed B = 4 - 4.5ArG: plasma current 4 - lOHvl; electron density (2 - 10).10l-cm~3 and
electron temperature on axis Te(0) = lOOeV.

The data we analyse in this paper (Figure 1) consist of local fluctuating signals of the ion saturation
current in triple Langmuir probes placed in the scrape-off layer of the TBR-1[8]. The signals measured
are proportional to the density broadband fluctuations at edge of the plasma. The associated frequency
spectra are wide, covering the range 10-5O0kHz. For frequencies / < 100Á-/7; they are flat on average.
Beyond 100k Hz the amplitudes are decaying functions of the frequency with a power-law behavior
J-° with Q = 2.0 - 3.5.

The set of four signals we analyze represents typical data chosen among the experimental results
available. The total number of points ranges from 11.600 (JA1052) to 15.000 (DZ1045); signal*. JA1001
and DZ1049 have 12,000 points. The total sampling time varies from 2.90 to 3.75ms while tin- plasma
current is nearby constant. The auto-correlation time range from 0.5 to 6.4/ÍS.
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Figure 1: Set of four signals analysed in this paper. Each signal is proportional to density broadband
fluctuations at the edge of TBR-l Tokamak. The amplitude of the signal is represented in arbitrary
units (the same for the four signals). In order to show in detail the fluctuations, we plotted data for
a short time interval corresponding to 100/J« (the total sampling times are indicated in the text).
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Results of the analysis and conclusions.

Results are shown in Figure 2. The analysis for the signal DZ1049 was not conclusive; in effect, the
analysis previously made for the correlation dimension [1] of this signal has indicated no convergence
up to embedding dimension 10, indicating a dimension > 10 or a noisy behavior. Since the presence
of noise generally affects the efficiency of the algorithms for Lyapunov exponents, this suggests that
in fact this signal is contaminated with noise.

To estimate the LES using the SS (ER) algorithm we vary ij and m ( i i and m) over an appropriated
range where the major exponent \\ is stable and take the average. In both cases m is about the auto-
correlation time rc of the corresponding signal. The error bar is given by the standard derivation of
the mean.

For the signals DZ1045 and JA1001 both algorithms give pratically the same value for the positive
Lyapunov exponents: \\ - 0.19 ± 0.02(/is)~l and A2 = 0.09 ± 0 . 0 2 ( / Í S ) ~ 1 for DZ1045; and \\ =
0.18 ± O.OI(AIS)"1 and A2 = 0.09 ± 0.01(/i*)~l for JA1001. The results for the negative Lyapunov
exponents are not conclusive; in effect, in most of the cases the SS and the ER algorithms fail in
providing estimates for the negative part of the LES, even for analitically known fluxes.

For the signal JA1052 there is a small difference between the positive Lyapunov exponent obtained
using the SS algorithm (Ai = 0.11 ± 0.01) and the ER algorithm (Ai = 0.07 ± 0.01). A possible
interpretation of this difference is that the ER algorithm is more robust than the SS algorithm in
presence of noise. Noise tends to increase the value of the positive Lyapunov exponent.
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Figure 2: The Lyapunov exponent spectra {Ai} associated with density fluctuations in TBR-1. The
estimation for the positive Lyapunov exponents is indicated by dotted lines.
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Table I resumes the results for the positive Lyapunov exponents as well as the previous obtained
values [1] for the correlation dimension. It should be stressed that there is no contradiction in the fact
that signal JA1052 has higher correlation dimension than those of signals DZ1045 and JAlOOl and
smaller highest Lyapunov exponent; in effect, a higher dimensionality does not necessaly mean higher
divergence of nearby trajectory.
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Table I: Positive Lyapunov exponents (A) and correlation dimension v [1] of the attractors recon-
structed from ion saturation current data from the scrape-off layer of TBR-1. SS is Sano-Sawada
algorithm and ER is Eckmann-Ruelle algorithm.

The existence of positive Lyapunov exponents in most of the analysed signals confirms strong
evidences of chaotic behavior in these time series, fact reinforced by the fractal nature of the recon-
structed attractors as verifyed previously by the estimation of the correlation dimensions.
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